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A National Guard member and Trump supporter was refused service at
the largest arcade in the world. 

Caleb Fournier, of Loudon, was just trying to enjoy Funspot when he was
refused service by an employee for what he believes in. 

THIS NH BUSINESS WON'T SERVE REPUBLICANS (/NEWS/NEW-
HAMPSHIRE/THIS-NH-BUSINESS-WON-T-SERVE-REPUBLICANS)

Fournier, an Army veteran, was wearing a Trump shirt waiting for service
at the prizeland counter. According to Fournier, when a cashier helped
him, the individual said, "Trump, really?" The cashier then walked away to
help another customer because they weren't an evident Trump
supporter, Fournier said.
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You're Fired! Funspot Worker Canned for
Refusing to Serve Soldier Wearing Trump
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This kind of treatment has never happened to Fournier before as a
customer, though he does receive mixed responses when he wears his
Trump apparel. 

'NO NEED FOR AN APOLOGY': NH BUSINESS WILL NOW SERVE REPUBLICANS
(/NEWS/NEW-HAMPSHIRE/NO-NEED-FOR-AN-APOLOGY-NH-BUSINESS-WILL-

NOW-SERVE-REPUBLICANS)

"It's not abnormal for me, I regularly wear Trump attire, and I get some
friendly people, some who disagree, and some who are very rude,"
Fournier said. 

Funspot issued a statement regarding the incident explaining
their perspective on the interaction. The entertainment hotspot in
Laconia apologized for their treatment of the military veteran by
referring to their "conservative roots."

http://nh1.com/news/new-hampshire/no-need-for-an-apology-nh-business-will-now-serve-republicans


The company then redacted their statement and clari�ed.

"We have removed our earlier statement, because we feel that Funspot
should be a place for fun, for everyone, and we welcome everyone to our
establishment."



When Fournier saw the new statement by Funspot he told NH1.com that
he was grateful. He also plans on returning.

"Mr. Lawton said he'd like to meet me one day. I got a lot of support from
his management," Fournier said.

"While they deleted their previous post stating they had conservative
roots, I understand why," he said in a responding Facebook post. "The
company has apologized and removed the woman who refused me."
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On a more personal level, the soldier holds no anger toward the
employee that refused service to him.

"I believe in everyone's rights to speak their mind; however, in a place of
business, you represent that business. I would not handle myself like
that in a place of business."

NH1.com reached out to Funspot but a person who answered the phone
said no one was available Wednesday to comment.
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